Pacific Mourns the Loss of Dr. Paul Richmond

After undergoing extensive heart surgery, Pacific professor and chair of the biology department, Dr. Paul Richmond passed away in late August. Richmond was a member of the faculty for 26 years, and served as chair for 12 years.

Dean Gary Miller writes, "Paul was an extraordinary man of great kindness and intellect. He was a wise and visionary leader, who understood the limitless creativity and energy of his colleagues and worked with little fanfare to enable them to excel. He was a true and patient friend who expressed his friendship through encouragement, humor, and forgiveness. He was a warm and loving soul who gave freely, took little, and always looked to the future."

Per his family’s request, there will be no funeral service. However, there will be an opportunity later this semester for Paul’s friends, colleagues, and students to gather on campus to remember and celebrate his life. The University community will be informed of those plans as they develop. The family has asked that in lieu of cards and flowers, expressions of support and sympathy take the form of donations to the new Biological Sciences Center. Donations may be sent directly to University Advancement in memory of Paul Richmond.

For more information on all events visit: www.pacific.edu/homepage/events
Career Resource Center and Alumni Association Launch TIDES

This fall the Career Resource Center, in partnership with the Pacific Alumni Association, launched Pacific Tigers Involved in Developing Experiences for Students (TIDES), a volunteer mentoring program designed to connect Pacific alumni with current students who are in search of career-related information and insight.

As a Pacific TIDES Volunteer, you choose the number of students that contact you, the specific information released, and how you want to be contacted. Volunteering can be a fun and rewarding experience.

To become a Pacific TIDES volunteer, visit http://www.pacific.edu/studentlife/CRC/Alumni_TIDES_registration.asp

If you have any additional questions, please contact Deborah Crane at 946.7369.

Music Beyond Performance: Sound Image Sound III

Music Beyond Performance celebrates its fourth season in a performance on Friday, September 9, 2005, at 7:30 pm in the Conservatory Recital Hall. Seven pieces from artists around the world will be performed. The works require no performers and blend sound and visual image in an experience described as intermedia.

Pacific Library Co-Sponsors Book Event

On Thursday, September 15 at 6 pm, Author Jay Feldman will be speaking about his new novel When the Mississippi Ran Backwards at the Cesar Chavez Central Library in Stockton. Following the presentation, Feldman will be signing books. The Stockton-San Joaquin Library and Pacific's Holt Atherton Department of Special Collections are co-sponsoring this event. Reviews of Feldman's book are available from Booklist and Publishers Weekly. This event is free and open to the public.

noteworthy...

Lucien J. Dhooge, Eberhardt School of Business, received two awards at the annual conference of the Academy of Legal Studies in Business. His paper, “Aspirations Not Obligations: Jus Cogens and International Labor Rights Pursuant to the Alien Tort Claims Act” was recognized as a distinguished proceedings paper. Dhooge also received the Kay Duffy Service Award.


Dr. Robert Halliwell, Thomas J. Long School of Pharmacy and Health Sciences, was a speaker at the Institute of Neurobiology, Universidad Nacional Autonoma De Mexico.

Dr. Norena Norton Badway, Benerd School of Education, presented a workshop entitled “Learning to Learn about Student Learning,” and Ed.D. graduate students Nini Cardoza, Adam Hahn, Arthur Murillo, and Chuck Wiseley served as Facilitators at the UC Berkeley Graduate School of Education's First Annual Dale Tillery Summer Institute for Community College Leadership and Innovation.

Bon Appetit at Pacific was awarded “Account of the Year” for the North West Region.

Kirk Massey, IMS Media Specialist, is a member of the Blue Man Group. He will perform with the New York troupe.


Pacific’s first class of Dental Hygiene Graduates achieved a 100% pass rate on the National Board Examinations.

Maria Murtagh, director of the student store at Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry, was honored by the National Association of College Stores (NACS) with its first NACS Aspen Award, which recognizes a professional in the collegiate retailing industry who has made continuous, notable contributions to the education and professional development efforts of the association and advanced the industry through learning activities.

Graduate student Arthur Murillo presented “The Impact of Television Viewing on Young Adults’ Stereotypes Towards Hispanic Americans” at the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication Convention in San Antonio, the research paper was co-authored by Communication Professors Qingwen Dong, Alan Ray, and Kenneth Day.
Former Dean of Women Passes Away

Catherine (Kay) Davis, former Dean of Women and Associate Dean of Students, passed away on August 24 at age 87. Davis came to Stockton in 1953 and served Pacific for 32 years. Davis was an active member in the community and won a Susan B. Anthony Woman of Achievement Award from the San Joaquin County Commission on the Status of Women in 2003. At her request, there will be no funeral services. Memorials in her name can be made to Pacific or the Haggin Museum, where she served as a docent for 15 years.

notable changes...

Scott Heaton, a Pacific employee since 1976, has been named Interim Director of Support Services following the resignation of Joe Kirim.

Janet Dial, former Director of Annual Giving, is the new Major Gift Officer for the Eberhardt School of Business.

Elisa Oroso, former Phonathon Coordinator, has been named Interim Director of Annual Giving.

Rosio Sarino is the new Phonathon Coordinator in University Advancement.

Sharon Hudson, Director of Marketing Communication, will leave Pacific at the end of October.

Katie Cougevan and Karen Peterson joined the Cowell Wellness Center.

Diane Farrell and Joy Viveros joined the Career Resource Center.

Pacific has appointed Gene E. Bigler ’67 to serve as its first-ever University Professor-Practitioner, and Dave Frederickson ’66 as director of Grassroots Global Institute for the Jacoby Center for Public Service and Civic Leadership.

Pacific welcomes the following new faculty members:

**COP Chemistry:** Dieter Cremer and Elfride Cremer

**COP Geosciences:** Kurtis Burmeister and Laura K. Rademacher

**COP History:** O’Neill (Nelly) Blacker-Hanson

**COP Modern Languages and Literature:** Martin Camps, Traci Roberts-Camps, and Xujun (John) Feng

**COP Philosophy:** Ray Rennard

**COP Physics:** Daniel Birmingham

**COP Political Science, Jacoby Center:** Dari Sylvester

**COP Psychology:** Kathryn Ecklund and Donelle C. Posey

**COP Religious and Classical Studies:** Danya Kalleres

**COP Sociology:** Marcia D. Hernandez

**COP Theatre Arts:** Lisa Tromovitch

**COP Visual Arts:** Jennifer Little

Benerd School of Education: Ann L. Go and David Joubert

School of Engineering and Computer Science: Cherian P. Matthews and Justin M. Reginato

School of International Studies: Laura Bathurst and Jean Marie Stratigos

Library: Thomas A. Saudargas

Thomas J. Long School of Pharmacy and Health Sciences: Pamela A. Moise-Broder, Rajul Patel, Wade Russu, Daryl W. Stuart, Laurie Swan, and Patricia Tirone

Would your department like to recognize a new faculty or staff member, or announce a promotion or departure? Send announcements to bulletin@pacific.edu and we’ll be happy to include them.
The Bulletin is published once a month during the summer.
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The next issue will be published September 21 — Submissions are due Tuesday, September 13. Send submissions to: bulletin@pacific.edu or call 209.946.2567.

All Bulletin submissions are subject to review and may be edited for length and content. Every effort will be made to include submissions that are received on time, as space allows.

CLASSIFIEDS

Housing

ROOM FOR RENT: Room available in furnished, 4 bedroom, 3 bath home with pool, located off Thornton Road. $330 per month plus ¼ utilities. Contact Bri at 916.208.8808.

ROOM FOR RENT: Large home in North Stockton. Small bedroom is $450, master bedroom with bath is $550. Full privileges, plus utilities. Contact Sam at 209.406.8991 or 209.952.2887.

HOUSE FOR RENT: One bedroom home 12 minutes from Pacific. Large, fenced yard, water, garbage, and gardener included. Stove, refrigerator, and dryer furnished. Other furniture available if needed. $775 per month. Call 209.477.1719.

Automobiles

1996 BUICK REGAL CUSTOM: Dark green, very dependable, good condition. Automatic, power windows, steering, breaks. Contact Sally at 209.957.4752.

1997 ACURA 3.0 CL: Rear spoiler, new tires, 145 miles, excellent condition. $5,999. Call 209.351.2701.

1972 CHEVY PICK-UP: 4x4, 4,500 miles on new engine, 327 motor, headers and dual flowmasters, new paint, tinted windows. $10,000 firm. Serious calls only please 209.456.2942.

Items


Bigfoot GoPed: Travels at 20 MPH, fuel efficient, 90 miles on one gallon of gas. X-CA, K & N Air Filter, $350 OBO. E-mail Sherrie at sybar@pacific.edu.

Schwinn Bicycle: Yellow, 10 speed Schwinn MTB Frontier bicycle. Sumano shifters, needs tires. Best offer, call Robert at 209.946.2186 or e-mail rcburn@pacific.edu

Air Conditioner: Kenmore Electrostatic air cleaner table top model. Good for a room up to 15x15x8 feet. Has ion generator, carbon filters, and 3 speed fan. Best offer, call Robert at 209.946.2186 or e-mail at rcburn@pacific.edu

Bell Cordless Phone: Brand new, includes answering machine, $65. Call Gaston 209.952.7001.

Sony Television: 19” Color TV with remote control, excellent condition, $100. Call Gaston 209.952.7001.


RCA Indoor Antenna: VHF, UHF; with an amplifier never used, excellent condition, $30. Call Gaston 290.952.7001.


Teak Coffee Table: Low (14”), large (33”x57”), in excellent condition. $100. Contact rwhitaker@pacific.edu or 209.951.7610.

Maple Head Board: With two drawers and shelf for single bed. $25. Contact rwhiteker@pacific.edu or 209.951.7610.

Down-filled Easy Chair: Attractive brown patterned fabric. Some wear on one arm. $50 OBO. Contact rwhiteker@pacific.edu or 209.951.7610.

Large Tank Needed: Seeking large tank for snake outgrowing his 20 gallon home. Call 209.946.3289 or 209.607.2131.

Services

Handyman Needed: Needed for carpentry and household repairs. Please contact Lorrie at 209.946.2087 or Cynthia at 209.946.2571.

Gift Baskets: Distinctive gifts for all occasions. Bundle of Baskets, “the sender will be remembered.” Free delivery to Pacific campus. www.bundlebaskets.com, or 916.813.8788.

Homes for Sale Near Pacific: For free e-mail listings of homes for sale visit www.home4u2day.com. For more information contact Don at 209.814.0488.

Housecleaning: Clean and serene, that’s how your home will look and feel. Excellent housecleaning service with a smile. Call Sonya Centeno at 209.688.1190.

Animals

Rat Terrier Puppies: Born July 5, 2005. UKC registered, tri-color, dew paws, docked tails, shots. 2 males, 1 female. $400. Call 209.351.2701.

Classified Ads Are FREE to Pacific faculty, staff, parents, students, and friends. Placement is first come, first served based on space availability. All ads will run for one issue only, unless a renewal is requested. Renewal request must include the ad. Send e-mail to bulletin@pacific.edu.
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